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Abstract
Authors have continued actual attendance of races, lectures and workshops as board members of Japan Masters Athletics (JMA).

The important factors for short distance sprint include flexibility, forward leaning, two axis operation, flat grounding, and not to kick

on sole hallux area (foot thumb ball) but push on the heel. For faster and safer method of sprint, the movement of knee and pelvis is
important. Just after flat grounding, the knee is bent and then femur and pelvis are sliding down forward immediately. This mechanism brings an athlete sprinter less power/tension and increased stride frequency.
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In recent years, sports lovers have been increasing in many

countries. Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic games will be held in the
summer of 2020, representing the health and peace of the world
[1]. There are many people who are not professional but enjoying
as amateurs. One of the related associations would be World Mas-

ters Athletics (WMA) across the world [2], and authors have been

out injuries. The subjects include Maters’ athletes, healthy people,

elderly people, patients with various disorders, and so on. There
are two important points. One is the flexibility, and another is relaxed running method [4].

Concerning the former, any athlete has to prepare flexibility ex-

the members of Japan Masters Athletics (JMA) [3].

ercise before sports performance, and maintain the flexibility of the

al races regularly a year. The author Bando had the record of 100m

method would be pole exercise [5], which has several versions for

As the active members of JMA, authors have participated sever-

dash in Tokushima prefecture, and the author Murakami had the

record of 200m dash in Kagawa prefecture before. Thus, thanks to
the presence of masters’ athlete, we have continued healthy and
stable daily life so far.

As the lecturers of JMA, authors have continued for years giving

lectures and workshops concerning how to run fast and safe with-

body to develop the ability [4]. Authors have continued practice and

research for improving flexibility for athletes. The recommended
the different situations [6]. We have reported clinical research for

the efficacy of the pole exercise [7,8]. Furthermore, we investigated
the flexibility of thoracic and lumbar vertebrae [9].

In contrast, the latter has some factors, in which authors have

proposed the necessary tips for faster and safer running for athletes [10]. They include the following three factors:
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i.

Forward leaning: When running, try to lean forward as possible. The head, chest, waist and thighs would be straight and
inclined forward [10]. To make the most of the potential ener-

gy of the body’s center of gravity, we can convert it to forward
ii.

propulsion power [11].

Two axis operation: The footprint of placing both feet on

the ground is on two parallel lines. As to running, the center
of gravity of the body is not always in the center. The loca-

tion of the center of gravity sways side to side for each step

[11]. When both i) and ii) are combined together, the center of
gravity of the body is falling lower diagonally forward, leading
to acceleration.

iii. Flat grounding: Landing should be done so that the entire

sole of the foot touches the ground flat. A bad example is when
an athlete lands from the toe or the heel. Instead of kicking

with sole hallux area (foot thumb ball), try always pushing

on the heel [12]. Consequently, an athlete does not have to
maximize muscle power, but can take the advantage of reac-

tion power from the ground and can convert it into forward

Figure 1: Typical flat grounding sprint with beneficial knee
bending movement.

The photographs reveal 5, 6, 6.5, and 7 steps after the start (A, B,

C, D from the right):
A.

B.

propulsion [12,13].

short distance sprint. We have taught a young male candidate of
Paralympic games Tokyo 2020 for 100m dash. In this article, we
describe a better method of sprint which leads to faster running

C.

11.84 seconds. There were some recommended points to improve,
including i), ii), iii) as mentioned above, iv) do not make maximum

power at plantar region [16], v) try to reduce tension psychologi-

cally [17], vi) make the arms not to move intentionally but keep
arms just attached to the trunk with relaxed manner.

His practice is shown in the photograph (Figure 1). The

grounding is soft and flat, keeping lower posture and moving the

center of gravity smoothly [13]. Then, the start dash seems to be
good with enough acceleration.

upper body bending, and often buttock left behind.

The 6th step shows flat grounding on the entire sole of the
right foot [13]. This is evaluated as a good landing posture.

In this moment, it is good approach to have a consciousness
kick in the toe [15].

At step 6.5, the benefits of flat grounding are clearly ob-

served [13]. The right knee was bent immediately after
scene B. Consequently, the center of gravity moved forward
and downward, and the whole body was pushed forward

without using forcing [9]. If people are kicking with the toes

The subject is 21-years old male para-athlete runner. When he

ter the authors gave him coaching for 1.5 years, the time became

If only conscious of low posture, people tend to make just

can land flat. If people have strength in the feet, they often

with low possibility of injuries [14,15].

was 15 years old, the sprint time for 100m was 13.38 seconds. Af-

line from the head to the foot, and the posture is good [11].

of raising the toe upward [12]. Then, actually entire foot sole

Combined both of these researches (flexibility and better run-

ning), we have come to present a project of starting practice in the

In the 5th step, a strong forward leaning is found in a straight

at scene B, the knee will not drop, but jump upwards, leading
D.

your entire body to float [15].

On 7th step, left foot has successful flat grounding. It should

be noted that the place where the left foot lands is slightly behind the left knee [11,13]. At the same time, the knee

started to bend. Then, the body moves forward automatically without any braking with increased pitch. On the contrary,

if the people place left foot just ahead of the left knee, they
cannot proceed smoothly due to the influence of the braking

[12]. A common bad running way is that people kick strongly with the toes, causing braking and decreased pitch [15].
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Regarding the recommended method of sprint, a scheme of the

6.

down forward immediately. That is why an athlete can run faster

7.

movement of knee and pelvis is drawn in figure 2. Just after flat

grounding, the knee is bent and then femur and pelvis are sliding
with less power and increased pitch.

8.
9.
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Figure 2: Scheme of the movement of knee and pelvis in
good sprint.

Recent reports show some hints for excellent sprinters [18,19].

They include forward leaning, compact arm swing, lean turnover
movement of the leg after kick [11,15]. These factors can contribute to raising the stride frequency and maintaining speed.

Conclusion

In summary, our continuing experience and research are de-

scribed. Flat grounding is crucial for faster sprint, and knee and

pelvic movements are important points. This article will be expected to contribute further development of research in the future.
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